
LOYOLA COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), CHENNAI – 600 034
U.G. DEGREE EXAMINATION – GENERAL ENGLISH

FIRST SEMESTER – NOVEMBER 2013
EL 1053 - LITERARY APPRECIATION - I

Date : 08/11/2013 Dept. No. Max. : 100 Marks
Time : 1:00 - 4:00

SECTION A

Answer any six of the following in about 200 words each (6x10=60 marks)

1. Do you agree that Emily inspires pity in the reader but no real sympathy?

2. What are the many ways children react to snow in the early morning in London?

3. Bring out the sense of horror and humour in the encounter with the dentist.

4. Show how Mulk Raj Anand’s reflections on mustachios are a comment on fashion trends.

5. Why does Judy Syphers want a wife?

6. Consider Grace Nicholas’s poem In My Name as  the curse of a wronged woman but the

blessings of a mother.

7. What advise does the father give his son when the latter sets out for the university in

Hamlet?

SECTION B

Answer any two of the following in about 300 words each (2x20=40

marks)

8. Construct a story on any theme with the following as the last sentence: She quietly tore

the papers, tossed them into the fire and watched in fascination as the flame rose in a

hiss to swallow them.

9. Bring out the sense of happiness at an unexpected holiday through a poem or a short essay.

10. Do you think that cultural events such as OVATIONS have an important role in moulding

character?

***********
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